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Opportunities through interaction between Clusters and ANs
• Develop a collective vision of the different pathways to Sustainable
Livestock

• Develop constructive evidence based conversations through the ability of
clusters to express their challenges, views and solutions through GASL (e.g.
EAT Lancet response)
• Identify priority themes and activities to fill in the knowledge,
organizational and institutional gaps to inform constructive conversations
and action
• Enable behavior change through sharing best practice from existing and
new livestock innovation systems
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How to better interact between Clusters and ANS ?
• Insure good representation of Clusters within ANs
• At GG meeting identify how clusters want to work with ANs and what value do they see in the interaction
• Create a space at the GG and MSP for clusters to share their views, challenges and solutions with ANs and
for ANs to identify where they could interact and add evidence or enable change
• Before MSP Meeting, ask Clusters and ANs to prepare their priorities (needs for information and
knowledge, hot topics, actions, themes,…) and look to synthesize down to a few hot topics
• During the first day of MSP Meeting, give room for Clusters and ANs for short communication (10mn) in
plenary to express their views and priorities (“the demand”) so that all attendant can be aware of
• During MSP Meeting (following days), give room for specific Cluster and ANs Meetings to analyse demand
and define future priorities (actions, products, themes)
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The Strength of GASL is within it’s Multi-stakeholder
composition: need to be empowered

If not >>>>>>> loss of motivation and interest of
members
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Demonstrating the power of integration across Action
Networks and Clusters through a Brazilian case

What are your cases?
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How?
Brazil is one important global livestock player
Identify Sustainable Livestock Actions
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Agri benchmark
Federal University of Sao Joao
Global network on SPS
Brazilian Center for sustainable livestock

Action networks
Restoring value to grassland
Closing the efficient gap
Global network on silvopastoral system

Clusters
Academia & Research - Credibility
Social Movements - Evidence & impact of livestock
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Global Agenda for Sustainable Livestock Production
Action Network
Restoring value to grassland
Global network on SPS
Closing the efficiency gap

Cluster
Academia & Research
Social movements

Institutions
UFSJ
Action Network
CBPS
agri benchmark
Restoring value of grassland
CIPAV

Global network on SPS
Closing the efficiency gap

Mona Lisa Farm - Brazil
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Data collection and modelling
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Outputs…
• Publication, Manuscript, Analytic tools, Guidelines, Policy brief

• Clear evidences of:
• the social, economic and environment benefits of grassland (AN2)
• multifunctionality of livestock farming (AN2)
• Silvopastoral system as a sustainable alternative for livestock production (Silvopastoral
network, )
• From GASL to Farm to GASL

>>> contribute to SDGs
• Case study on current practice (video)
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What other ideas have you got to harness the
power of GASL MSP integration?
Rogerio : “Silvopastoral system is my passion. We need more passionate people to act”

Many thanks to Fritz and Eduardo
Alexandre & Liz
Ernesto & agri benchmark
Julian Chara & CIPAV
Nancy & Acad. Research
Colleagues
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